Description
may cause intermittent anomalies during the operation of the elevator caused by high electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise. If the noise disrupts the serial command to the drive at the beginning of the run, very low or high speed gains can be applied to the drive control during pretorque mode resulting in car drifting in the direction of the load without enough torque control. Please refer to the attached KEB technical document for more details.
Action
MCE recommends that you proactively review your maintenance portfolio for any M4000 controllers with F5 drives shipped from May 2010 thru July, 2013. If the KEB drive keypad software version is 1.71 (parameter LF.80) & date code (parameter LF.81) matches any one of them mentioned above, please contact MCE technical support in order to arrange for a replacement of the drive operator. Even though the probability of this occurrence is rare, a replacement will completely avoid any likelihood of any unexpected condition. Contact MCE support team for any further questions.
MCE Help
As always, should you require any additional technical assistance on this or if you wish to add your email for future technical bulletin advisories:
• Excessive common mode noise EMI from outside the drive may disrupt the serial command between the keypad operator to the drive control. This may result is motor operation with very low or very high speed gain values depending on the drive's synthetic pre-torque gain settings, regardless of whether the function is active or not. With gain values too low and out of range for operation, the motor cannot produce the required torque and the car drifts in the direction of the counterweights. Since the disruption occurs due to EMI, it cannot be determined when or whether a particular jobsite, installation, or situation is at risk; although, the affect would be more noticeable on gearless installations as opposed geared machines. Since updates would require a replacement keypad operator, to facilitate the change a separate Parameter Transfer tool may be available to easily transfer parameters from the existing keypad operator to the replacement keypad operator. Parameter Transfer tools are available for purchase, but may be returned for credit within 90 days.
In addition to mitigating the issue with software updates, it is advised to review the panel wiring layout to minimize the cause of the EMI interference:
• Ensure proper grounding and connections.
• Ensure a common-mode ferrite ring(s) is installed over all three motor output phases at drive; additionally a ferrite ring over both the ++ and --DC bus connections when line regen units are utilized.
• High voltage AC, DC, and motor wires should be physically separated by 6" and cross at 90 degrees. 
